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Pirjo Sanaksenaho

Pirjo Sanaksenaho (born 1966) received Master degree of 

Architecture at HUT in 1993 and Doctoral degree in 2017 at 

Aalto University. She is Associate Professor of Building Design 

at Aalto University, School of Arts, Design and Architecture 

(2014- ). Her fields of teaching are public buildings and 

health- and wellbeing architecture. She is the head of SOTERA 

research institute for healthcare facilities and academic leader 

of Living+ platform of Aalto University for multidisciplinary 

research of human-centered living environments. She has 

also an own office Sanaksenaho Architects with architect 

Matti Sanaksenaho. She has been involved in over twenty 

realized buildings, e.g. the Student Center in Vaasa, St Henrys 

Ecumenical Chapel in Turku, the Students’ Healthcare Building 

in Helsinki and Villa Cipea in Nanjing. She has participated 

in many national and international exhibitions among others 

Venice Biennale of Architecture. She has had several positions 

of trust in the field of Architecture. 

10:00 

Welcoming Words
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10:05 

Introduction to the theme

Aino Niskanen

Architect Aino Niskanen, Doctor of Technology, has been 

permanent Professor of the History of Architecture since 

2007 at Aalto University (until 2010 the Helsinki University 

of Technology). Her licentiate theses was on public interior 

spaces of the late 19th century in Munich and she wrote her 

doctoral dissertation on the life work and networks of architect 

Väinö Vähäkallio, investigating the way an architect´s career 

is formed. Niskanen´s publications include a book on the 

architecture of the co-operative movement in Finland and 

articles on Alvar Aalto, architect Reima Pietilä, urban housing 

areas, concrete, the 1960s and interiors. She has organized 

and chaired international conferences at Aalto University and 

has taken part in numerous international academic teaching 

projects.
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Vilhelm Helander,

 Architect, Professor Emeritus, born 1941. He graduated in 

architecture from Helsinki University of Technology (now 

Aalto University) in 1967 and took his licentiate degree there 

in 1972. After being a longtime assistant of professor Nils 

Erik Wickberg at HUT, he worked there as acting professor in 

History of Architecture in 1968-69, 1972-76 and 1985 and as 

full professor 1986-2005. 

He established own architectural practice 1968, in partnership 

with Juha Leiviskä since 1978. He worked in Helsinki with the 

planning of Katajanokka Area 1972-80 (with P. Pakkala and 

M. Sundman) and a landscape plan for Sveaborg Historical 

Fortress area 1977-87. He has concentrated on restoration 

work, including buildings in Sveaborg since 1977, Säätytalo, 

the Assembly House of Estates 1979-93, National Museum 

1993-2000-18, Helsinki Cathedral 1995-07-2018, all in 

Helsinki, and Pori Town Hall 2000-08. 

He has continuously published articles on historical buildings, 

urban planning and restoration. He has contributed to several 

books like Vems är Helsingfors 1970 (Who’s Helsinki, with 

M. Sundman), Modern Architecture in Finland 1987 (with S. 

Rista) and Säätytalo House of Estates 1999.  

In 1998, he received the European Gold Medal for the 

Preservation of Historical Monuments and the Pro Finlandia 

medal. In 2017 he was nominated Honorary Member of the 

Finnish Association of Architects. 

10:15 

C. L. Engel’s Architecture in European Context
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At first, Nils Erik Wickberg´s contribution to the understanding of C.L. 

Engel´s architecture and life work will be discussed. Engel and Neo-

classical Helsinki was one of the central themes in professor Wickberg´s 

research and teaching, beginning with his diploma work dealing with 

the Neo-classical houses in Kruununhaka district in Helsinki.

Engel´s architecture has dual roots. His background was in Berlin and 

the Prussian Hellenism of the late 18th century. He got, however, a 

decisive inspiration from the confrontation with the new architecture 

in Saint Petersburg in the second decade of the 19th century. We must 

remember that the Russian capital was a highly international melting pot 

of international architectural tendencies and authors of the Neo-classical 

period.

What was Engel´s relation to the new architectural movements in the 

early 19th century? After his first visits to Saint Petersburg, he for 

the rest of his life lived isolated in the remote Finland, devoting his 

work to the new Finnish capital of Helsinki and the rest of the country. 

He never had a possibility to re-visit Berlin and Central Europe, not 

to say to travel to Italy, France or England. But from his letters we 

know how eagerly he tried to follow the new developments in Europe, 

through books, journals and correspondance. We will try to compare 

Engel´s architectural contribution with other leading European early 

19th century architects. Especially we can discuss Engel´s work in 

comparison with two leading architects, Karl Friedrich Schinkel and 

Leo von Klenze, who in the turn of the 18th and 19th century had 

studied in Berlin in the same school, the Bauakademie, and with the 

same teachers as Engel. In the Finnish circumstances of that time, Engel 

seldom could devote him to the new costruction methods or experiments 

in stylistic pluralism of the time. But his architecture definitively had 

its own character and qualities. Seldom an architect could design a 

whole town, from the modest wooden houses to the magnific central 

monuments.
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Simo Paavilainen 

Born  1944  in  Vaasa.  Graduated  from  Helsinki  University  

of  Technology,  Department  of  Architecture  in  1975. 

Started  his  own  office  along  with  his  wife,  architect  Käpy  

Paavilainen,  in  1977.  

Head  of  the  Department  of  Architecture  at  Helsinki  

University  of  Technology  2004-09. Professor  in  basics  

and  theory  of  architecture  at  Helsinki  University  of  

Technology,  Department  of  Architecture  1997-2009    

The  architect  in  charge  of  design  for  the  exhibition  

entitled  ”Carl  Ludvig  Engel  1778-1840”. The  architect  in  

charge  of  design  for  a  Scandinavian  touring  exhibition  

entitled  ”Nordisk Klassicism  -  Nordic  Classicism  1910-

1930”,  the  editor  of  the  exhibition  catalogue  and  the  

writer  of  the  texts  concerning  Finland,  in  1982. 

Main works include:  Töölö  Church,  restauration  and  

renovation,  Helsinki  2016; Athena  Building,  Faculty  of  

Behavioural  Sciences,  University  of  Helsinki,  renovation,  

2010; The  Local  Government  Pensions  Institution,  Office  

building,  Helsinki  2004; The  Tritonia  Academic  Library,  

Vaasa  2001;

The  Finnish  Embassy  in  Tallinn,  Estonia,  renovation,  1996; 

University  of  Vaasa,  first  building  stage,  Main  building  

and  Administrative  building,  Vaasa  1994; Pirkkala  Church  

and  Congregation  Centre,  Pirkkala  1994.

11:00 

Nordic Classicism – Classicism  of  the  1920 ies
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The  reason  for  Classicism  was  the  discontent  with  the  unreal 

world  of  National  Romanticism  and  too  overloaded  architecture 

of  Neo  Baroque  on  the  1910s. It  was  followed  by  the  interest  in  

modest  apartment  and  workers  housing.  It  was also  a  cause  for  

interest  in  “achitettura  minore”,  Italian countryside  architecture.  

Architects  also  found  similarities  between  Antique temples  and  

Finnish  haylofts  and  farmhouses.  Architecture began  to  play  with  

temple  volumes,  their  symmetry  and asymmetry, with  and  without  

columns,  with  volume  in  space and  space  between  blocks,  temple  

gates,  Italian  colours  and  colour  disappearing  to  the  sky,  plastered  

surfaces  and  their treatment,  rooms  without  ceiling.  In  the  end  

Classicism  and Modernism  were  combined  together  before  their  

parting  from each  other. 
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11:45 

Music from the Classical Period

Tuija Hakkila

Ut latiam, inim rendernatur aliqui officiure cor aribus, nimi, 

quatem exere consed mi, nimincid ut in rem qui ut ene eveles 

apere voluptate peribus ciendeliqui ratisciendit omni utae nos 

eossequo quam eturit ommolup tatusant volore erchil evel in 

restis acepudam inverum sitio. Ipsandae con restota quassim 

et eum quiaeperum sitatiorum eosa soluptas videlit atemped ut 

et pro temporem quo demporum, nulparc hiciaecepudi rem qui 

iunti voleni tem cum landis pernate pra ne con corion repeditiur 

apellorunt facescit dias inum nonsecabore, quis quundi ut 

faceper sperferro cus aut dunt, corepud aeptatium quam, 

nullest, odit que non ra as minvelique ipsam imos am ut aut re 

volorit re seque velibus aut maxim facimporem illorro verit, 

serciis utem volo eum inctiscient rescienis sequam et lamusap 

icientem solor simus voluptatis accatio. Tiis nobitatis eatet et 

rerro dolorest etur magnimin et, to quaspidi ut faccuptur re 

et am, simust, es aspicaborpos quia con repeles sitatur, tem 

et most qui to tem hil moditatis minus archil etur rehent enis 

molupta dessimi nverita tecepudae con rem
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Mikael Helasvuo

Iciur aliqui tem eatiorro exceptam ut la nobitioreri incit 

dolore odipsunt, apit, qui assequam alique des eaque culpa 

verferfero dunt pa deliquu ntibus moluptation ped ulpa ventia 

nulpa iliquae prae rest late et est quiam qui odit la qui re 

pror sectibust alibus di utem alicips aectotas verit ut venim 

saero iuntiore peliti dolesto consequis magnimpor adi blab in 

perumenit volo et as dent erferum, omnimpor mo quis audae. 

Dam rem faccupta dici de cus cuptat lam volupta sumqui con 

repro deleniet labo. Alita por aut quias dende nonseque labo. 

Ur as ut occabor ernatia doluptat.

Omni unt. Ad ut eossi voles erferum de volut aut aruptatur, 

quosam ra neserumque inimpos cum voloratur?

Luptatibusae optatiuria cus.

Ximperation re, sanda ad quia nonsecabo. Me pedia que corem 

quam santore am eos molorero coreped moluptate lam fuga. 

Ducidio excera si con praepudae. Aximus ma voluptat aut 

eaquodi simus, sim sit eturita is quiant modi re ea de dolori 

dolorum eserio
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13:00 

Practicing Architecture Within the Classical Context

Paul Thynell

Born 1991. Architect MSc. SAFA. Studied architecture at 

Aalto University in 2009-2017. He graduated as an architect 

with distinction. In 2017 he founded Helsinki-based OPUS 

Architecture Ltd. with Matias Kotilainen and Tuomas 

Martinsaari. Starting in Autumn 2017, he has been a teacher at 

the Building Technology chair in the Architecture Department 

of Aalto University School of Arts, Design and Architecture, 

participating in bachelor and master-level course education. 

The work of OPUS Architecture aims to create inspiring and 

sustainable built environment on all scales of construction; 

with a wide interest in building design and urban planning, the 

office has been able to quickly establish itself as a contender 

in architectural competitions, being awarded multiple awards 

within a few years’ time. Most notable projects include 

Myllykoski Church Extension (1st-3rd prize in 2016), 

Jakomäki Primary School, Daycare and Community Center (1st 

prize in 2017, in collaboration with Auer-Sandås Architects) 

and Hakaniemenranta urban infill plan (2nd prize in 2018, 

in collaboration with Veera Tolvanen, Matti Wäre, Benjamin 

Schulman) alongside other commendable entries. 
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Classical architecture and its related themes have endured the test of 

time, staying relevant throughout the modern age. Today in the 21st 

century we face the challenge of aesthetically and environmentally 

sustainable built environment, with compounding challenges imposed 

by methods of modern construction and optimized building economy. 

During this current stalemate, how can we engage in a meaningful 

dialogue with existing architecture of rich historical value?

Architectural competitions provide exciting opportunities for 

contemporary architects to innovate and interact with classical and 

historical architecture, with possibilities for both thought-provoking 

and harmonious design. In either case the implementation of new 

architecture has to be first and foremost considered and intentional in 

order to enhance the existing situation. 

By revisiting some of their recent works, Paul discusses OPUS 

Architecture’s methods of design, their contemporary interpretation 

of classical themes as well as strategies of architectural design in the 

context of classical buildings and historical environments. Case studies 

include Myllykoski church extension (competition 2016, realization 

2017-2020), Suomenlinna Länsi-Mustasaari Housing (competition 

2017), Tallinn City Theater Extension (competition 2018), among 

others.
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13:30 

Competitions as a Tool for the Renewal of Architecture

Erkko Aarti

Ut latiam, inim rendernatur aliqui officiure cor aribus, nimi, 

quatem exere consed mi, nimincid ut in rem qui ut ene eveles 

apere voluptate peribus ciendeliqui ratisciendit omni utae nos 

eossequo quam eturit ommolup tatusant volore erchil evel in 

restis acepudam inverum sitio. Ipsandae con restota quassim 

et eum quiaeperum sitatiorum eosa soluptas videlit atemped ut 

et pro temporem quo demporum, nulparc hiciaecepudi rem qui 

iunti voleni tem cum landis pernate pra ne con corion repeditiur 

apellorunt facescit dias inum nonsecabore, quis quundi ut 

faceper sperferro cus aut dunt, corepud aeptatium quam, 

nullest, odit que non ra as minvelique ipsam imos am ut aut re 

volorit re seque velibus aut maxim facimporem illorro verit, 

serciis utem volo eum inctiscient rescienis sequam et lamusap 

icientem solor simus voluptatis accatio. Tiis nobitatis eatet et 

rerro dolorest etur magnimin et, to quaspidi ut faccuptur re 

et am, simust, es aspicaborpos quia con repeles sitatur, tem 

et most qui to tem hil moditatis minus archil etur rehent enis 

molupta dessimi nverita tecepudae con rem
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Architecture has always interpreted its time with different styles 

changing as a counter-act to the dominant ideologies. Architecture 

competitions offer good opportunities for seeking new ideals and for 

the renewal of architecture. Recent competitions also reveal in advance 

what the built environment will represent in the near future.

Based on recent competitions in Finland, there is a change occurring in 

the common architectural style. Expressive volumes are starting to be 

replaced with simple massing and classical forms. Facades are designed 

with harmonic proportions and rational openings instead of  wrapping 

the buildings with double skin facades.

The lecture will offer an overview on the recent architecture 

competitions of public buildings in Finland through the work of AOR 

Architects.
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14:15 

Patterns, Reason, Rhyme

Johan Celsing 

A Swedish architect based in Stockholm.

His built work include University Institutions such as Nobel 

Forum 1993, University College of Teachers Stockholm 

2001. Buildings for Exhibitions and Art: The Millesgården 

Art Gallery 1999, The Museum of Sketches in Lund 2004 and 

Bonniers Konsthall i Stockholm 2006. Lately he has developed 

projects for rituals such as: the Church at Årsta 2011, The New 

Crematorium at the Woodland Cemetery, Stockholm 2014, 

the Reconstructions of Canopies at the Capels designed by 

Sigurd Lewerentz at Malmö Eastern Cemetery 2016. The New 

Mosque at Rinkeby Stockholm is still to be built.

Johan Celsing held the professorship of Advanced Design at 

KTH, the Royal Institute of Technology,  Stockholm, 2008-

2018. He is an International Fellow of the RIBA. The work 

was recently self-published in a boxed-set, Under Construction, 

2011, 2013, 2015. In 2019 Park Books, Zürich, will publish a 

monography on the work.
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The presented works will be dwellings and ritual buildings.

The lecture is developed from an essay titled:  Plans, Metres, How the 

work of poets may inform the crafting of buildings. The presentations 

will tell about the development of the designs where focus is in 

the drawings and large scale models and the reflective process of 

interchange in functional and formal considerations. The lecture will 

comment on the inspiring proximity between the ordering of plans to 

the metrical rules that used to structure lyrical works. The lecture touch 

on issues such as Decorum, on precedents such as Alberti and Tessenow, 

on writers WH Auden and Inger Christensen.
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15:15 

Final Discussion Moderated by:

Juhana Heikonen

Juhana Heikonen is an architect and architectural historian. 

Heikonen graduated as an architect from the Aalto University, 

and, as an art historian and a classicist from the University 

of Helsinki. Heikonen made his doctorate about late antique 

architecture. Heikonen teaches history of architecture at the 

Aalto University and at the Finnish Institute in Rome. His 

current research interests include the ”Grand Tour” in Italy and 

the influence of classical antiquity in architecture.
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Welcome words 
 – prof. Pirjo Sanaksenaho

Introduction to the theme 
 – prof. emerita Aino Niskanen

C.L.Engel’s Architecture in European Context  
– prof. emeritus Vilhelm Helander

Nordic Classicism  
– prof. emeritus Simo Paavilainen

Music from the Classical Period  
– Mikael Helasvuo, flute; Tuija Hakkila, fortepiano

12-13 Lunch

OPUS architecture  
– architect Paul Thynell

AOR architects  
– architect Erkko Aarti

14.00 Coffee break

Johan Celsing Arkitektkontor  
– professor Johan Celsing

Final discussion
– moderator architect Juhana Heikonen

Nils Erik Wickberg prize and grant

Moving to the ceremony of Finlandia Prize  
for Architecture by SAFA in hall B

17:30 Wine in the lobby

10.00

10.05

10.15

11.00

11.45

13.00

13.30

14.15

15.15

15.45

16.00
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